imulator: Dymola-Dynamic Modeling Laboratory-is suitable for modeling of various kinds of physical systems and the combination of systems of different domains. It supports hierarchical model composition, libraries of truly reusable components, connectors and composite acasual connections. Model libraries are available in many engineering domains. Dymola has a powerful graphic editor for composing models. Dymola is based on the use of Modelica models stored on files. Dymola has powerful experimentation, plotting and animation features. Scripts can be used to manage experiments and to perform calculations. Automatic documentation generator is provided.
The time dependent resistor ( ) R t models the active device acting as a switch with an ON-resistance of 0.05Ω and an OFF-resistance of 5M Ω. An extreme ON-resistance of value zero ohm will of course result in a pathological system i.e. the old story of what happens when an ideal capacitor with a certain charge is suddenly short circuited. Furthermore the DC voltage source will be short circuited through the ideal coil 1 L . Figure 2 shows function of time ( ) R t . The duty ratio is 50% . The period is 10μs (frequency 100kHz ). The rise/fall time TRF is 1fs .
The equations describing the circuit may be the stateequations where inductor currents and capacitor voltages are chosen as system variables. By using the Kirchhoff voltage and current laws we get the following differential equations:
The aim was to implement these equations into Dymola structure. Therefore four different ways has been chosen to model these equations. The first solution is by using modelica text language. Designing the model is relative easy in modelica by using the exact equation above in the equation section. The time dependent resistor is modelled in the algorithm section and the whole modeling code has the following structure: The trapezoid source block is shown by Figure 3 . The model of the system block in the diagram layer is shown in Figure 4 . The triggered trapezoid block used in the third modeling approach is shown in Figure 5 .
Also by adding greater equal, less equal block and stategraph model block such as initial step, step and transition to activate triggered trapezoid from input trapezoid source block, which have the same parameter from second solution. Greater equal and less equal block will determine what state will be activated in stategraph model, is it state off (when ( ) 5 R t M = Ω) or state on (when ( ) 5 R t m = Ω). Basically the stategraph model consists only of 1 initial step, 2 transition blocks and 1 step block. The initial step block will represent state off and step block will represent state on. State off will change to state on whenever transition block 1 active, which being contrrolled by output from less equal block and state on will change to state on whenever transition block 2 active, which being 
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controlled by output from greater equal block. Whenever initial step active, it will send trigger signal to activate triggered trapezoid block, which will have output as a trapezoid signal. The model of the system for stategraph model is displayed in Figure 6 . The fourth solution is using the electrical model equivalent circuit. Designing the model using components from the Modelica standard library Modelica.Electrical.Analog.Basic, like resistor, inductor, capacitor, ground and constant voltage. The time dependent resistor ( ) R t was built by using the component VariableResistor from the electrical library and trapezoid source defined in the block library, which has the same parameters as defined in second solution.as input of variable resistor. The model of the system for electrical model is shown in Figure 7 .
All block models are built in the Diagram layer of the Dymola modeling interface without using the Equation layer. Setting up the simulation parameters, simulation process and plotting the result are done in Simulation window of Dymola.
-Task: To calculate the eigenvalues of the system when ( ) 50m R t = Ω and in case when ( ) 5M R t = Ω is done by calling the function eigenValues (included in Modelica standard library 2.2) and putting the values of all variables into a matrix syste. The matrix system for Task A is defined as follows:
It took 0.5 sec to execute Task A for all solutions. The result of eigenvalue analysis is shown in Table1 for all solution.
-Task: To simulate the system in all four implementations, the Dassl integration method was used (settings: 1000 as number of intervals, 0…100 s as simulation time interval and 1e-4 as a relative tolerance). Under the initial value zero, for 1, 2, 3
x x x and 4
x , the result for variable current switch resistor ( ) IR t and output voltage VRL is given by figure 8. It took 0,047s, 0,047s, 0,063s and 0,047s to simulate the Task B for 1 st , 2 nd , 3 rd and 4 th solution respectively.
ON period OFF period
1,1303e+005 + 6,5835e+005i 5,4708 e+004 + 1,0407e+006i 1,1303e+005 -6,5835e+005i
5,4708 e+004 -1,0407e+006i 6,258e+002 5,8228e+004 + 5,3275e+005i 1, 117e+009 5,8228e+004 -5,3275e+005i esumé: Dymola is a powerful modeling and simulation tool that aids implemrntation of ordinary differential systems in different ways. By calling eigenvalue function for doing Task A it overs a simple way for additional system analysis. Using right mouse click to change between plots based on time and plots based on independent variable uses the strength of the included plotting and representation tool. Comparing to other component based simulation tool Dymola works very fast. Each of the tasks is calculated in less then 0.51s on a standard PC. 
